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Systems in which a short-ranged attraction and long-ranged repulsion compete are intrinsically
frustrated, leading their structure and dynamics to be dominated either by mesoscopic order or by
metastable disorder. Here, we report the latter case in a colloidal system with long-ranged electrostatic
repulsions and short-ranged depletion attractions. We find a variety of states exhibiting slow nondiffusive
dynamics: a gel, a glassy state of clusters, and a state reminiscent of a Wigner glass. Varying the
interactions, we find a continuous crossover between the Wigner and cluster glassy states, and a sharp
discontinuous transition between the Wigner glassy state and gel. Our results suggest that a balance
between repulsions and attractions controls the nature of dynamic arrest of these glassy states.
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In general, attractive interactions promote ordered
phases or condensates, whereas long-ranged repulsions
inhibit this tendency, fundamentally redefining the free
energy leading to complex phases that break translational
and/or rotational symmetry. Such mesoscopic ordering
occurs in a diverse range of materials [1,2], from the pasta
phase in neutron stars [3], highly correlated quantum Hall
and strongly correlated electron systems such as high Tc
superconductors [2,4] to classical systems [1] such as
ferromagnetic films, diblock copolymers, colloids [5,6],
and biological systems. It has been suggested [5–8] that
competing interactions cause frustration, leading to exotic
nonergodic disordered states. In the above examples, the
system can relax locally; it is rather rare to see metastable
disorder at the local level. Locally disordered states were
however reported for suspensions of Laponite clay particles, but the anisotropic particles and interactions make the
situation rather complex [9].
Hard spheres with an attraction provide a model which
captures the essence of atoms and small molecules. Shortranged attractions lead to gelation due to arrested phase
separation [10]. At higher densities, both hard-sphere and
attractive glasses are found [Fig. 1(g)] [11], along with gels
[12]. Long-range repulsions can lead to glasses at low
densities [13,14], and combined with short-ranged attractions, the behavior is very rich. Indeed, many properties of
biological materials may be connected to competing interactions [15]. For example, globular proteins are rather well
described as spheres with short-ranged attractions and
long-ranged repulsions [16]. While most biological systems are more complex, it is important to understand this
seemingly simple addition to well-studied models of
atoms, not least as it offers insight into transitions between
metastable states.
Since competing interactions lead to frustration between
phase separation and homogeneity, a characteristic length
0031-9007=10=104(16)=165702(4)

scale is often predicted from computer simulation, for
example, periodic lamellae [6] or low-dimensional clusters
of a specific size [17]. These may then undergo hierarchical self-organization; in particular, clusters may themselves be implicated in gelation [18] and undergo
dynamical arrest to form a ‘‘cluster glass’’ [19]. Despite
recent developments [16,20,21], experimental work in colloidal systems with competing interactions has so far found
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FIG. 1 (color online). State diagram of our system and 2D
structures: (a) cluster glassy ( ¼ 0:04, cp ¼ 8:39 g=l), (b) Wigner glassy (0.047, 0), (c) fluid (0.002, 0), (d) gel (0.152, 4.10),
(e) Wigner glassy (0.372, 0), and (f) crystal (0.372, 0) state. Bars
are 20 m. Increasing grey shading represents increasing
amount of clusters. Thick arrows denote paths 1–3 described
in the text. Glassy state is denoted by squares, gel by circles,
crystal or glassy state by hexagons and fluid by triangles.
(g) State diagram of a system without long-ranged repulsions
[11], showing two glassy states at high . (h)–(j): 3D structures
of (h) Wigner glassy, (i) cluster glassy, and (j) gel state. White
particles have no neighbors, otherwise colors denote connected
regions. Images represent characteristic (seemingly stationary)
structures of the system at t > 10 after homogenization.
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little evidence of periodic structures, although gels with
novel structures [20,21] and low-dimensional clusters
[20,22] have been seen.
We consider spherical colloids (diameter ) immersed
in a solvent, with a relatively strong, long-range electrostatic repulsion, and a short-range, tunable attraction mediated by nonadsorbing polymer whose strength is set by
the polymer concentration cp , and range by polymer size,
here the polymer-colloid size ratio q  0:19 (see supplementary information [23]). We determined the magnitude
of the electrostatic repulsions from fitting the structure of
equilibrium fluids [24,25] which gave a colloid charge
number of Z  600  200 (see [26,23]). According to
mode-coupling theory [29], for our parameters, we expect
a transition to a Wigner glass at comparable colloid volume
fractions to those observed experimentally. Mixing the
samples prior to imaging leads to a randomized state, after
which the tuned interactions and colloid volume fraction 
yield a (metastable) point on the state diagram (Fig. 1). The
waiting time prior to imaging was always greater than 10
(: the characteristic particle diffusion time, see [23]). We
sometimes see the formation of a Wigner crystal state at
 > 0:2 and low cp ; however, this is a rare event [see
Fig. 1(f)], usually the system forms a glassy state before
crystallization [23]. Using real space structural and dynamical analysis, we find a state diagram dominated by
three glassy states with different disordered structures:
Wigner glassy state, cluster glassy state, and gel. We study
the transitions between these states and reveal their nature.
We begin by presenting the state diagram in Fig. 1,
which underlines the extent to which the system is dominated by dynamically arrested states. A low-density colloidal fluid ( ¼ 0:002) where the system is ergodic is
shown in Fig. 1(c). Increasing the volume fraction to  ¼
0:016 results in a glassy state where the slow dynamics is
driven by the long-ranged electrostatic repulsions
[Figs. 1(b), 1(e), and 1(h)]. We thus term this state a
‘‘Wigner glassy state.’’ At low  and higher cp , we see
the formation of clusters and term this state a ‘‘cluster
glassy state’’ [Figs. 1(a) and 1(i)]. Meanwhile, increasing
both cp and  results in a gel which we define through
percolation [Figs. 1(d) and 1(j)], and appears dynamically
arrested [Fig. 2(a)]. A schematic state diagram for a colloidal system without electrostatic repulsions is shown in
Fig. 1(g). We see striking differences in the structure of the
state diagram between systems with and without electrostatic repulsions (see also [23]). Without electrostatic repulsions, slow dynamics occur at a higher absolute volume
fraction than we observe; however, because of the longranged repulsions, the effective size of the colloids is
increased, so we compare our low-density system with
hard spheres at higher . With electrostatics the ergodic
region is very narrow, around   0, and the glassy states
dominate the state diagram.
Before discussing the structure of these three states in
more detail, let us consider the dynamics. Mean squared

displacement (MSD) measurements, in which the colloids
are tracked in two dimensions (2D), are shown in
Fig. 2. The (ergodic) fluid we see at low  appears to
exhibit diffusive behavior, and the gel appears dynamically
arrested, within the accuracy to which we can track the
particles (100 nm or =20). The other states show extensive nondiffusive behavior, yet they do not reach a clear
plateau on the experimental time scale although we track
the particles for up to 72 (20 hours) for the cluster glassy
state and up 40 for the Wigner glassy state. At long times,
particle tracking is limited by tracking errors, residual
sedimentation, bleaching, and drift. We estimate the cage
size as the width of the first and second peaks in gðrÞ for
the Wigner and cluster glassy states, respectively [see
Fig. 3(a)]. For the gel, the cage size is taken as the bond
length, 0:19. Concerning the cluster glassy state, similar
subdiffusive behavior has recently been seen in simulation
[19]. We note that such behavior is expected because
clusters can rotate as rigid bodies [see Fig. 2(b)]. This
strong decoupling between translational and rotational
motion may be unique to a cluster glassy state. In the
case of the Wigner glassy state, based upon simulation
work in a similar system [30], we believe that our experimental time scales limit full access to relaxation phenomena. In any case, the cage size is not reached [see
Fig. 2(a)]. The soft nature of the interactions also prolongs
the subdiffusive regime and makes a rigorous confirmation
of nonergodicity very challenging. The nondiffusive behavior is suggestive of the glassiness of these states. Since
we do not find a clear plateau experimentally, we term
these ‘‘cluster glassy state’’ and ‘‘Wigner glassy state,’’
respectively, although these may be practically regarded as
nonergodic.
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Mean square displacements.
Crosses ¼ fluid ( ¼ 0:002, cp ¼ 0 g=l), green triangles ¼
cluster glassy state (0.051, 5.16), red circles ¼ gel (0.275,
4.88), and blue squares ¼ glassy state (0.069, 0). Dashed lines
corresponding to the cage size are plotted for gel (0:19),
Wigner state (1:9) and cluster state (2:1), respectively.
(b) A cluster spinning process in its ‘‘cage’’ (see movie 1
[23]). Time unit ¼ , image width ¼ 19:5 m.
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) (path 1) shows the change in gðrÞ
across the Wigner-cluster glassy state transition. Vertical solid
line indicates the peak at contact (r ¼ ), and dashed line
indicates the first peak of gðrÞ of the Wigner glassy state,
corresponding to the average interparticle distance, and the
second peak of gðrÞ of the cluster glassy state, corresponding
to the first shell of clusters. (b) (path 2) from a Wigner glassy to a
gel state, and (c) (path 3) from a cluster glassy to a gel state. cp is
given in units of g=l. Data offset for clarity. (d) The change in
hm2 i along path 1 (at  ¼ 0:051), (e) along path 2 (at  ¼
0:151), and along (f) path 3 (at cp ¼ 7:58 g=l). Dashed lines and
shading are guides to the eye.

The state diagram dominated by these three glassy states
illustrated in Fig. 1 yields three transitions. It is a commonly held view that dynamical arrest is accompanied by
little structural change. While literature on transitions
between glassy states is scarce, the structural change in
the attractive-repulsive glass transition at high  is rather
subtle [31]. Conversely, all states identified here are characterized by structure [see Figs. 1(h)–1(j)]. We show a
considerable variety of metastable structures in the response to small changes in parameters.
Let us now enquire as to the nature of the transitions
between these glassy states. The transition between Wigner
and cluster glassy states (path 1 in Fig. 1) is shown in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(d), the radial distribution function gðrÞ and
the variance in the cluster size distribution hm2 i, where m is
the number of particles per cluster. Rather than a sharp
transition, the Wigner glassy state is unaffected by weak
attractions; until the polymer concentration exceeds
around cp ¼ 4 g=l, there is no response in the size distribution. At higher cp , there is an increase in (cluster) size,
yet our data suggest that it occurs rather gradually; i.e.,
passing from the Wigner to the cluster glassy state is a
crossover rather than a sharp transition: particles start to
form small clusters above a certain threshold cp , and their
size gradually increases with an increase in cp . The gradual
development of the peak at contact (at r ¼ ) in the gðrÞ
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[Fig. 3(a)] further supports this observation. Note that the
emergence of the peak at contact is a direct consequence
of attractions. In equilibrium, the repulsive Wigner state
(comprised of monomers) is expected to be a crystal. The
same can apply to states of monodisperse clusters [32];
however, here the clusters are very polydisperse (see
Fig. 1(a) and [23]), causing self-generated disorder, intrinsically suppressing crystallization. This disorder is a
consequence of a two-level hierarchy, of colloids forming
clusters and then clusters forming a glass which may be
characteristic of a system of competing interactions with
different ranges.
Proceeding to the transition between the Wigner glassy
and gel states (path 2 in Fig. 1), we find a rather different
scenario. Raising the colloid volume fraction to  ¼ 0:15,
the gðrÞ [Fig. 3(b)] again shows the development of a peak
at contact (r ¼ ) around cp ¼ 4 g=l. We recall that at
lower , at a similar cp , clusters began to form [Fig. 3(a)].
For  ¼ 0:15, this yields percolation [Fig. 1(j)], and a
sharp transition to a gel state [Fig. 3(e)], accompanying a
strong increase in hm2 i by about 3 orders of magnitude.
This is markedly different from the continuous increase in
hm2 i for the Wigner-cluster glassy states [see Fig. 3(d)].
What happens in the case of the transition between
cluster glassy and gel states? Path 3 in Fig. 1 is shown in
Figs. 3(c) and 3(f). Unlike the previous transitions, here the
polymer concentration is fixed at cp ¼ 7:4 g=l. In fact,
rather little change in local structure is seen in the gðrÞ
analysis [Fig. 3(c)], and the variance in the cluster size
increases continuously. Our results indicate that, in contrast to paths 1 and 2 in Fig. 1, the cluster glass-gel
boundary is delineated by a percolation transition, rather
than by local structural changes.
We also observed a novel aging mechanism in the cluster
state. While aging is usually thought of in dynamic terms,
here we present a structural mechanism. This concerns the
transition from a state of high potential energy, a cluster of
charged particles, to a smaller cluster, via cluster fission.
We never observed any cluster fusion, and particle tracking
shows a continuous rise in the population of small clusters
as a function of time. The emission process occurs in less
than 1=100 of the characteristic diffusion time, a much
faster time scale than structural relaxation even in the
absence of slow dynamics. This phenomenon is illustrated
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). This cluster state suffers from a
complex minimization problem involving the spatial distributions of colloids, counterions, and polymers. The coupling between these quantities yields a complex energy
landscape. This fission process allows us to directly observe a kinetic path from one local minimum to a neighboring minimum with a lower energy. For details, see [23].
In closing, we found that the introduction of relatively
strong, long-ranged repulsions to a colloidal dispersion
with short-range attractions generates novel glassy states,
such as the cluster glassy state, and drastically transforms
behavior, at that most fundamental of levels: the ability of
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FIG. 4 (color online). Aging mechanism of a cluster glassy
state. (a) An emission process from an m ¼ 5 to m ¼ 4 cluster,
as shown by arrows (see movie 2 [23]) at  ¼ 0:051 and cp ¼
5:158 g=l. Time t is expressed in units of =1000, and the image
width is 14 m. (b) Separation of the emitted particle and
cluster, as defined by arrows in (a), as a function of t.

the system to relax locally. For a system of short-ranged
attractive interactions, one may distinguish the repulsive
hard-sphere glass and the attractive glass, as depicted in
Fig. 1(g) [11], but there the change in the structure is rather
subtle [31]. In contrast, the transitions between cluster
glassy and gel states and between Wigner glassy and gel
states both accompany significant structural changes from
single particle to compact clusters and a percolating network, respectively. The observed behavior can be interpreted as the interplay of a Wigner glassy state dominated
by long-range repulsions with formation of clusters driven
by short-range attractions [17] and their percolation leading to gelation. The primary driver of arrest for gel may
continuously change from repulsions to attractions with an
increase in  (see [23]). The existence of such multiple
glassy states is reminiscent of Laponite [9]; however, some
differences in the state diagram may arise from the fact that
in Laponite, the repulsion is controlled by salt, but here, the
attraction is controlled by polymers. For example, the gel
region does not share any boundary with an ergodic liquid
state in our case. The effect of long-ranged repulsions on
the state diagram of a system with short-ranged attractions
is an interesting fundamental problem; at intermediate
repulsions, a cluster fluid emerges [20–22]. Since protein
solutions also exhibit comparable interactions, it may be
reasonable to suppose equilibrium cluster phases [16,33]
and perhaps even cluster glasses.
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